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About This Game
Overpower is a competitive class-based arena combat game! Choose between Warrior, Mage, Ranger, and Assassin, each with a
variety of unique abilities and weapons to customize their play-style.
Join a dedicated server or host your own while battling across 9 levels and 5 unique game modes. Destroy your enemies and
climb to the top of the leader-board, becoming the most Overpowered player in this new and refreshing take on multiplayer PvP
action!

Key Features:

Skill-Based Combat inspired by Counter - Strike and Warcraft Arenas!
Unique class loadouts, let you mix and match weapons and abilities to create a custom play-style.
Competitive Ranking System and Leader-board grants titles and heroic icons to the best players!
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9 Exciting Battle Arenas to destroy your enemies in!
5 different Game Modes keep gameplay fast and refreshing.
4 Classes to choose from with plans to add many more!
Male and Female Playable Genders included.
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Title: Overpower
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Hydrant Games
Publisher:
Hydrant Games
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Core 2 Duo
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 950 or Equivalent
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 2 GB available space
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Joke's on you, ♥♥♥♥er, there are only seven people who play this game and they are the CAL-O PRO MULTIWINIA LEET
DUDE FORCE.. I love WW2! I love this game because you are the commander and you have to tell ur men to fire or move
somewhere. Its nothing like COD2 or any of them because in call of duty it takes 5 minutes to compelete a mission. But in this
game it takes like 20 minutes if not less or more to more on to the next chapter. Totally worth buying!. Thisis unreasonable hard
and the so called physics don't make sense at all.
The game tries to be a relaxing "Zup" Type game but it always gave me a heart attack...
Nonetheless I have the Highscore AV and I won't have to play this one more time in my life, so I am happy.
Spend the money on Zup! it's more worthy.... la verdad no me gusto un carajo.. best apps for animation. This game is so Boring.
After 0.7 Hrs it turns out to be Truly Horrible. It's just a waste of Space in your computer! and if you buy in-game stuff, Then
you have just wasted your own, hard-earned wealthy money. this game is just... HORRIBLE! :steamsad:
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Came for the inspiring story behind the game, stayed to confirm I'm just as bad at math now as I was in school.. It starts off
fine, and then you run out of new things to do very quickly Clicker Heroes is still very much the Grandaddy of all clicker
games.. Fakemon + candy crush saga on your PC!!
The game is OK if you don't mind paying a few bucks for some match 3 action with strategy.
I see that some people hated the fact that the game ripping off Pokemon design.
However as far as I could tell, none of the monsters are original Pokemon.
I gotta admit that the match 3 mechanism is pretty smooth despite being a mobile port.
Don\u2019t mind playing it while attending a boring lecture. Good enough to waste some time.. You will smash your monitor
and wish for the sweet release of death. Two thumbs up.. So first off, at the time of writing this I have played Crooked Man,
Sandman and am about 2 hours in to Hanged Man, after beating this game.
(I've only wrote a review for Crooked man so far though)
Anyway, so first off I want to say I did enjoy the game. I'd be lying if I said I hated it or something. However, currently I'm
rating it my least favorite of the "man" seires.
Why?
Simply because I feel it lacks the charm the others have. I feel the first two had certain elements that this one just didn't have.
The Boogie Man felt way too realistic, now I bet you're saying "Why is that bad?"
Well, mainly because the first two games (and already with the 4th) had a more mystic feel to them.
Both the Crooked man and Sandman were interesting charcters and I felt a clear motive behind their behavior. I just... didn't
feel that with this.
Maybe I missed something, and maybe one of the other endings says more about the Boogie man himself. But he really didn't
feel like a Boogie man. He felt like just a guy, a guy who liked making people miserable and wanted to cause problems.
And beyond him saying he remembered Sofie, he didn't really have many supernatural elements going on.
And maybe that was the intention, to make this game feel more real. But with such a neat concept like the Boogie man, I don't
know I was just expecting more eerieness.
Both Crooked man and Sandman felt a lot more intimidating as well, and heck Sandman wasn't even really an evil guy.
Now, despite me wanting more to be done with the Boogie man himself, I really enjoyed the characters. Keith and Helena were
both pretty miserable, which obviously I can't complain about because that was kind of the point. But I really enoyed seeing
Sophie and David from the previous games.
Honestly thats basically my favorite part of this, is seeing more of the connections between all the games. The game itself is
built just fine compared to the other entries in the seires, although I felt it was easier to get lost in this one compared to the
others.
Oh I guess I should comment on the voice acting, but I'll be honest when I say it isn't a factor in me having issues with the game.
I think it's ambitious, considering it's super rare for games made in RPG maker to have voice acting (I think this series is the
first to do it) In fact it's rare for indie games to have voice acting at all since it IS a lot of work. Obviously some of the voices
took getting used too. I personally think the worst was Helena, she was too quiet and sounded like she was trying to record for a
cute ASMR video...
But beyond that, it didn't really bother me. And I'm enjoying the voice acting even more in Hanged man, so bold move!
So yeah, that's about it. I'd recommend playing this if you're wanting to complete the series or maybe if you're like me and try
any good RPG maker game you find interesting.
Overall, certainly not a bad experience I just had my expectations a bit high I believe, especially after how much I loved the sort
of, twisted whimsy of the Sandman.. THIS IS A MUST HAVE FOR ANY TRUE WAR HERO. IT IS BEST GAME IN
WHOLE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WIDE WORLD OF CELERY
STICKS AND BEAN BAGS. YOU CAN NOT DISAGREE, OTHERWISE YOU WILL BE FORCED TO COMMIT STOP
BREATHE IN FRONT OF A WELL-LIT AUTO REPAIR SHOP AT EIGHTEEN MINUTES PAST TWELVE IN THE
AFTERNOON. THIS WILL BE FOLLOWED BY THE IMMEDIATE CONFISCATION OF ALL POKEMON CARDS IN
THE LAW-BREAKER'S POSSESSION. WHEN WILL IT STOP? WHY WOULD IT WANT TO STOP? HOW MANY
DUCKS FIT IN AN ELEVATOR? ONE CAN ONLY IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES.. buy this if you like loot n upgrade
reward sensation
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its not idle (at least for now)
the price is too low for the fun it gives
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